We note some necessary and sufficient conditions concerning norm approximation of Fourier multipliers, and give an example to show that M,(Z), the space of Fourier multipliers of type (q,q), is not norm dense in MC(Z) when l^q<p^2. An extension of this example to more general groups is indicated.
1. Let G and T be dual L.C.A. groups with Haar measures dx and dy respectively. Let LP(G), ISpSco, be the usual Lebesgue space on G, C0(G) the space of continuous functions on G which vanish at infinity, CC(G) the space of continuous functions on G with compact support. The Fourier transform of a function/is denoted/. Let MB(T) denote the space of (equivalence classes of) essentially bounded measurable functions </> on T which satisfy the condition (1.1) <f>(y)f(y)g(y) dy = c u/u, \\g\\,. We shall make use of the fact that MP(T) is the dual of the Banach space AP(G) [4] . The space AV(G) consists of those functions in C0(G) which can be written in the form (1.2) h=2fi*Si where/, gt e CC(G) and (1.2') J, MihUiW* < ». (tp, h) = 2jr4>(y)Â(y)êi(y) dy where <j>£Mp(T) and h£AP(G) with representation (1.2). One can readily deduce from the inclusion results among the multiplier spaces that
when// and q are as above and AiG) is the space of Fourier transforms of functions in L1(V), with the inherited norm. Recall that A(G) is dense in 4"(G).
Our first result is an extension and variant of a result of Edwards [3] and Ramirez [6] .
Proposition.
Let 1 Sq<pS2 and let <j> be an element of MPiT). Then the following statements are equivalent: (i) <f> is approximable in the Mv norm by elements of Mq.
(ii) If ihn) is a sequence in Ap such that \\hn\\SN and \\hn\\A -»-0, then <M">-*o.
(iii) If (hf) is a net in Ap such that \\ha\\ SN and (y>, hx)^*0for each y> in Ma, then (<f>, hx)^0.
Proof.
It is simple to check that (i) implies (iii). As to the reverse implication, an application of the Hahn-Banach theorem shows that <p e M~ if and only if every element X of A/*, of norm 1, which annihilates Mq also annihilates <f>. It follows from a well-known characterization of the unit ball in M*=A** that such a A is in the weak*-closure of the unit ball Ux of Ap (injected canonically into M*)-see [1, V.4.5] . With these observations in mind one concludes readily that (iii) implies (i).
Let X denote the normed linear space consisting of the elements of AP(G) with ||-||x=||-||^ . Then (ii) simply means that the restriction of <f> to the sets UN={h £ X:\\h\\A SN} is (norm) continuous and (iii) means that the restriction of </> to the sets Un is weakly continuous. Clearly (iii) implies (ii). To prove the converse, suppose there exists a net (hf) such that WAa =-W> hx-^-0 weakly, and {</>, //a)-i->0. Then there exists a subnet which we shall also call (ha) so that (<f>, //")-»-a^O. There exists an a0 so that if £ = |a|/2, then (</>, hx) £ Bc(a) = {z £ C: \z-a|<e}, if ot>a0. Consider the set S={hx}x>Xo. 0 is certainly in the weak closure of S. It follows from Theorem V.3.13 of [1] that 0 belongs to the norm closure of co S, where co S denotes the convex hull of S. So there exists a sequence (yn) in co S so that \\yJAt-+0. By condition (iii), (</>, ynh*0, but yn£coS so (<f>, yn) £ co Bt(a)=Bt(a).
Hence |(^, _j/n)|>a/2 and (<j>, _yn)+->0, a contradiction.
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Corollary. Let <p be a continuous bounded function on T. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) <f> is the uniform limit of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.
(ii) Ifihn) is a sequence in AiG) such that \\hn\\ASN and ||«"||oe-»-0 then Sr ftniy)4>(y) dy^O. Put hn(x)=exp(i2nx)Pn(x)/2in+1)/22n>»\ Then \\hJAr<B, and \\hn\\AaS BQ2"{1/a'-h'2'"' as«-*oo. Since l<q<pS2
we have 2<p'<q'<co whence \\hn\\A -»-0 as «-»-co. Finally (cp, hn) = Pn * Pn(0)ßin+im2n"2nlr = 2"/2'"+1,''22"'p'2n'r = 2-1'2 which completes the proof for q> 1. But if <¡> £ Mv\Mq for 1 <q<p, then certainly <p $ Mx , which completes the proof. Remarks, (a) It is possible to generalize the argument given above to the case of an arbitrary noncompact L.C.A. group T, and so to produce a function <p in MP f\Cü(T)\Mq nC(rv~. An indication of how to do this, by using the structure theorem and a lifting argument, is given in [5] .
(b) It is possible to modify the above argument to prove that there exists <p £ Mv C\C0iZ) which is not the limit, in Mv norm, of elements of Uisa<» MqiZ). Take <j> as above. Then it is easily seen that it suffices, given any sequence (qn) of real numbers lSqn<p such that qn -*p, to produce a sequence (hn) in Av such that ||A"||^ SN, \\hn\\A -*0, and ((/>, hn)++0. Define the sequence k(n) so that &(«)-»co in such a way that k(n)(llqn-llp)^co, and put An = {exp(/2i<n>x}ftHn)/2(,:<'»+1>/22A:<'»/î>'. It is easy to check that this yields the desired result.
(c) C. Fefferman (grapevine) is reported to have produced an element
